151 Chatham Road
Syracuse, New York

Dear General Rives:

Receipt of your letter of 6 April 1953, with its inclosures, is acknowledged.

We will now be able to go ahead quickly with the clearance procedures and anticipate no difficulty in obtaining the special type clearance required for access to our work.

Please accept my assurance of our appreciation of the considerable trouble to which we have put you in supplying the data required in DD Form 398 and the supplement thereto. I know that this is always a burden, no matter how simple it may appear after the data have been set down.

I am sending Dr. Baker the forms required for an up-to-date Personal History Statement. In them we have inserted data from an old PHS and all he will have to do is bring the data up to date. Fingerprint forms are also being sent him.

Sincerely,

J. E. Unger
Rear Admiral, US Navy
Vice Director

cc: AG
C/S
S/ASST
R/D - Dr. Leibler, NSA-34

M/R: Gen. Rives forwarded completed PHS & F/P's with his ltr of 6 Apr. He is a prospective Ad. Bd member.

W. F. Friedman/S/Asst/60493/9 Apr 53-sby
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